For a function u(x) subharmonic (or C2) in Rm, we compare the "harmonics" (defined in §1) of u with those of a related subharmonic function whose total Riesz mass in | jc| < r is the same as that of u, but whose Û norm on |jc| = r is maximal, for all 0 < r < oo. We deduce estimates on the growth of the Riesz mass of u in \x\ < r, as r -» oo.
Introduction. Following Hayman [7] , [8] , we study the growth and distribution of the Riesz mass of subharmonic functions in Rm (m > 2) from the point of view of classical value distribution theory. Thus, if u(x) is subharmonic we define the characteristic (1) r(r,«) = a-1^|=iuM+c/co of u{x) and its order logrfc«).
(2) X = lim sup logr du denotes {m -l)-dimensional surface area on 2 = 2m = {|x| = 1} and am = /2c2co. We always suppose u+ is unbounded: T{r, u) -* oo when r -> oo, and u is harmonic near 0 with «(0) = 0. We compare the growth of T{r, u) with that of (3) N{r) = Nu{r) = o~x fxu{ru)do> which, by Jensen's theorem [1, p. 133] , is a weighted average of the Riesz mass (4) n(r) = (omdmyl fixi<rd(Au(x)), N(r) = dm¡\(t)tx-mdt.
Here A denotes the Laplacian, Au exists as a distribution and u = (omdm)~ Au is a positive measure when u is subharmonic [1, p. 127] ; and dm = m -2 for m > 2, cf2 = 1. (For definitions and a discussion of basic results, see §1.) When f(z) is an entire function of one complex variable and u(x,y) = log|/(x + iy)\, n(r) counts the number of zeros of f(z) in\z\ < r, and it is a classical problem to find good lower bounds for (5) k(ü) = Urn sup Nr ->co T (r,u) in terms of X. For example, it is known in this case that sinwA (j < X < 1) (Edrei and Fuchs [3] ), where equality holds for f(z) = polynomial (X -0), = ez (X = 1) and (7) /(z) = fi (1 -V«VX) (0 < X < 1). «=i
Hayman has extended (6) to arbitrary subharmonic u in the plane and found the sharp analogue for functions of orders X < 1 in Rm, m > 3 ( [7] , [8] ). For X > 1, precise results are not in general available even for entire functions. A recent result in this direction is (8) *(") > (0.9)Ç^*l (i<x<oo) (Miles and Shea [10] ), and well-known examples [2] show that (8) would fail for large X if the 0.9 factor were replaced by any constant greater than unity. Inequality (8) is an easy corollary of the main result of [10] , Theorem A. Let f(z) be an entire function of finite order X in the plane, and put u(z) = log|/(z)|, (9) m2(r,u) = [^^\u(rei9)\2de^'\ Then (10) !™ S=oUP m~(r~u) > ST\ 1 + (sin2,rX)/2,rX; ' Equality is possible in (10) for each X > 0.
Our first purpose in this note is to find the appropriate extension of Theorem A to subharmonic functions. The proof in [10] rests on some simple properties of the Fourier coefficients ck(r,f) = ¿/'* log\f{reiB)\e-iked9 (k = 0,±1,±2,...), in particular on the inequality OO \ck(nf)\ < \ck{r,f*)\ (r>0,k = 0,±l,±2,...)
where /* is a suitable entire function whose zeros have the same moduli as those of/but are projected onto the positive real axis. Thus, if w* = log|/* |, then Nu(r) = Nut{r) and (12) m2(r,u) < m2(r,u*) (0 < r < oo)
by Parseval's theorem, and to prove (10) it suffices to consider just the/*. In §2, we study the spherical harmonics of subharmonic functions in Rm and prove an analogue of (11) for all m > 2 (Theorem 2.1). From this we deduce Theorem 1. Let u{x) be subharmonic and of finite order X in Rm, and put ,1/2 m2{r, u) = |a-' J^ \u{ru)\2 dtoj . Then (13) lim sup y . > C{X,m) (0 < X < oo,m > 2), r-co m2 (r,u) where (14) C(X,
When m = 2, the bound in (13) is the same as that in (10) , and when m = 3 or 4 inequality (13) remains sharp for all X, with IsinTrXiyiXTT f 2 ,
When m > 5 the series in (14) diverges and C(X,m) = 0, which just reflects the fact that for these m the extremal functions for this problem (studied in §4) fail to be square-integrable on spheres |x| = r, 0 < r < oo. By Schwarz's inequality and Jensen's theorem, m2(r,u) > 2T(r,u) -N(r), and we deduce easily a bound for k(u) defined in (5): 
ttX(x + iym~x
In §4 we consider a class of examples which, we conjecture, minimize k(u) for any given order X and dimension m; in particular we show that there exist subharmonic functions uXm (x) of order X in Rm with (16) *KJ<Cmír^ (Ka<oo).
Thus the bound in (15) has the right order of magnitude for large X. Using other methods, we obtain Theorem 2. // u(x) is subharmonic and of order X in Rm, then 07) *(m)>%^)kU (°<x<°°^>5)
where Am depends only on m.
Hayman [8] has obtained k(u) > (q + 1 -X)(X -q)/X(q + l)4m+9, with q = [X], as a consequence of an inequality between N{r) and M(r,u) = sup|x|=fw(x). Using the Poisson formula to estimate M(r,u) in terms of T(or,u), o > 1, we can easily adapt the proof of (17) The conjectured extremal functions uXm mentioned above are harmonic in Rm except on the positive x,-axis, along which the Riesz mass is distributed regularly: Nu {r) = r\ and uXm(x) = |x| I{cos9;X,m) where 0 denotes the angle between the vector x and the positive x,-axis, and 2 is defined in §4. If we put K(X,m) = k(uXm) = T(l,ux¡myl (m > 2,0 < X < oo) then Hayman's sharp result noted earlier, for X < 1 and m > 2, is: k(u) > K{X,m), and our approximations (15) and (17) for X > 1 have been compared with K{X,m) via (16) . Complementary to these lower bounds for k{u), when u is an arbitrary subharmonic function, is Theorem 3. Let u{x) be subharmonic in Rm of finite nonintegral order X with all its Riesz mass distributed along a ray through 0. Then (18) lim inf ^r
where besides (16) K{X,m) satisfies
M-^,
q + |sin77À| = |sm^l fe + 1<x<1) /or c7 = 0, 1, 2,-Inequality (18) remains valid for integral orders X, but then requires different methods; cf. [15] .
For entire functions in the plane this is due to Ostrovskiï [12] . There exist other related studies of this type, e.g. by Edrei and Fuchs [2] , also [4] , [5] , [9] . This involves no restriction for the kind of asymptotic problems studied here. Generalizing definitions (1), (4) Applying Green's formula to u2, we have (1.9) k2(0) = or"1 /s u2(rw)du + J^ [K(y) -K(re)]dp-(y)
where e = (1,0,... ,0), and integration by parts converts the last integral in (1.9)toA(r,w). Thus
where v = max(w,,H2) E SOT, so that by (3) and (4), T(r,u) is a continuous, increasing function convex in logr (m = 2), r2~m (m > 3). Applying (1.9) to u, we obtain the analogue for u £ sî)m of Nevanlinna's first fundamental theorem, For some purposes it is convenient to have explicit estimates of K , and we state Lemma 1.1. There exists a constant C = C(m,q) such that, if\x\ = r, \Kq(x,y)\ < Cr«+i/\y\<+m-1 (r < x2\y\), Kq{x,y) < Cr«+x/\yrm-2{r + \y\) (x,y G R"), the latter except when m = 2 and q = 0, in which case K0(x,y) = log\l -x/y\ < log(l + r/\y\).
When m = 2, Lemma 1.1 is well known [6, p. 26] ; analogous estimates yield the result for m > 3, e.g. see [8] .
Using Lemma 1.1 we find that if Then
where h is a harmonic polynomial of degree at most g.
Observe that g = q(p.) when X is not a positive integer. Finally, we collect some facts about spherical harmonics needed for In the next section we study the harmonics of u defined in (1.17), and for this we must compute the harmonics of Kq. For a given r > 0 and y G R , let {<pkj}"^Q be as described above with <p¿j0(w) = akPk{u V y), where the positive number ak is determined by llcp^rjlb = 1. Then it is obvious from (1.12)-(1.14) that the jfcth harmonic off(u) = Kq{ru,y) is /*(«) = Qkpk(° v y)
for a suitable factor Qk(r, \y\). When \y\ > r we compute Qk using (1.14), Qk(r,\y\) =-rk/\y\ k+m-2 (k>q), =0 (k<q).
When \y\ < r we use (1.13) in a similar way and, for |>»| = r, <2¿ is defined by continuity since Kq(ru,ay) -* Kq{rw,y) in l)(du) when a-* 1. Then the values of Qk can be tabulated as follows:
(1.24)
Qkir,t) k>q 
where [a,b] denotes the interval on the x,-axis with endpoints (a,0,.. .,0), (ô,0,... ,0). We also introduce the total variation measure p* = \p\ and the associated subharmonic function (2.1) U;{x)=Ç Kq{x,te)dp*{t).
We shall compare the harmonics of u^ and u*. Recalling (1.22) and (1.25) we define ckh"j = c*(«,,M) -|/Rn Qk(rAy\)Pk(o V y)dp(y) for all r such that m2(r,u*) < oo. [This holds everywhere when m = 2, and a.e. when m = 3, 4; for, by (2.1) it is sufficient to show, a.e., (2.5) tr(u) = f* \ru -te\2-mdp*(t) E L2(du). 19) ; thus there exists a strong proximate order X(t) in the sense of [19, p. 41] , that is, X{t) E C2(0,oo)and X(t) -> X, X'{t)t log t -» 0, X"(í)í2 log r -> 0 (i -» oo), and, if
then also (2.6) 7V(i) < Nx(t) (0<t< oo), iV(r") = /V,(ra) (n > 1)
where rn increases to +00, and (2.7) n\ {t) = {X(X + m -2)/dm + o(l)}/w-32V1 (t) (t -* 00).
For proof, see pp. 35 and 39 in [19] .
In particular, «, (t) is eventually increasing, say for t > r,. Define /5, TV by Ñ(t) = N(t) (0<t<rx), (2.8) = W (l < / < 00);
Clearly, ñ increases on (0, 00) and thus û{x) = j™ Kq{x,te)dñ{t) E$m.
Further, Thus at the ^, by (2.6) and (2.7), Ck(r",u*)< Ck{rn,û) (k>0).
It is easy to see from elementary properties of proximate orders that %) ,m *(r)
-"" -7-r: = hm --,-;. shows that K2(X,m) coincides with C(X,m) defined in (14) . In view of (2.9) and (2.11), the proof of Theorem 1 (for general u E <$",) is complete. The truth of (2.11) can be seen easily from the integral representation for iî(x), together with (2.7), (1.14) and properties of proximate orders; we deduce we observe, after two differentiations with respect to X, that A convenient expression for C(X, 3) is given by
C(X,4) can be summed explicitly in terms of elementary functions:
4(X + 1)
We deduce easily .. > C(X,m).
2-k(u) T-»* 2F(r,«)-A(r)
Solving this inequality for k(u) and using simple estimates with (2.12)-(2.14),
we obtain (2.15). Lemma 3.1. When 0 < r < oo, (3.1) 5,(r) < 2e(m -2fm-2)(q + ïj^^ r"+X / (r + 1).
Assuming the validity of (3.1), we put For given e > 0, there exists [6, p. 101] a sequence rn -» oo with N{t) < it/rnr~eN(rn) (0 < I< rn), N(t) < (t/rf+*N(rn) (t > rn). Thus H^^lr<Kl+c-wJC"5Wf*',4 (q + l)è(m+1) and Theorem 3.1 follows.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. We first suppose 0 < r < 1. Then (1.14) implies 
